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The Cherokee Indians are driven into Army stockades before their 1838?39 removal to the West, but Hettie
and Sky, 16-year-old Cherokee twins; manage to escape to a cave in the Smoky Mountains.Benjamin Stone,
a young Army officer, loves Hettie but takes part in the Cherokee roundup anyway and then serves as a
military escort on the tragic Trail of Tears west. Hettie's family, meanwhile, is barely surviving in the cave
on old-fashioned Cherokee lore, and their grandmother's loathsome pot scrubbers.Ben learns rudimentary
medicine from a kindly old doctor on the Trail and does his best to alleviate the suffering around him.
Following many hardships, including the death of his patient, Quatie Ross, and the adoption of Tuti, an
orphaned Cherokee, Ben returns from the West to search for Hettie and ask for her forgiveness.
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From reader reviews:

Lewis Labelle:

The book CHEROKEE TEARS can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about
everything you want. Why then must we leave the great thing like a book CHEROKEE TEARS? Some of
you have a different opinion about guide. But one aim that will book can give many info for us. It is
absolutely correct. Right now, try to closer with the book. Knowledge or facts that you take for that, it is
possible to give for each other; you can share all of these. Book CHEROKEE TEARS has simple shape
however, you know: it has great and massive function for you. You can appear the enormous world by wide
open and read a e-book. So it is very wonderful.

William Powell:

Reading a book tends to be new life style with this era globalization. With studying you can get a lot of
information which will give you benefit in your life. Along with book everyone in this world can easily share
their idea. Textbooks can also inspire a lot of people. Many author can inspire their reader with their story or
even their experience. Not only the story that share in the books. But also they write about the data about
something that you need case in point. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach children, there are
many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors nowadays always try to improve their ability in
writing, they also doing some study before they write on their book. One of them is this CHEROKEE
TEARS.

Sally McGarvey:

Are you kind of stressful person, only have 10 or maybe 15 minute in your morning to upgrading your mind
ability or thinking skill even analytical thinking? Then you have problem with the book when compared with
can satisfy your small amount of time to read it because this all time you only find publication that need
more time to be study. CHEROKEE TEARS can be your answer given it can be read by you actually who
have those short spare time problems.

Manuel Pina:

Reading a book being new life style in this year; every people loves to study a book. When you go through a
book you can get a lots of benefit. When you read textbooks, you can improve your knowledge, due to the
fact book has a lot of information on it. The information that you will get depend on what forms of book that
you have read. If you wish to get information about your analysis, you can read education books, but if you
want to entertain yourself look for a fiction books, these kinds of us novel, comics, as well as soon. The
CHEROKEE TEARS will give you new experience in looking at a book.
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